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About the
Project

Using SITC’s already-established national credibility, earned trust in the rural space,
and social media presence; we aim to share a cross-section of powerful, simple, short
stories across 2023 using A-grade production & cinematography to amplify the
#OK2SAYNO campaign. 

We will run with a similar story-telling style as that used in our Australian of the Year
video testimonial with Matthew Tonkin to amplify the stories of 10-12 rural men and
women (budget depending) who represent a cross-section of ages, genders,
backgrounds, and include stories that encompass those cutting back on booze for
health to the ‘sober-curious’ to those in recovery from catastrophic addiction. 
 

Part 1 of this project is funded thanks to the generosity of our
partners and philanthropic investors at Shine On Foundation.

 
Part 2 aims to collate the stories into a feature length indie style
documentary which will require secondary funding to complete

and launch, promote, and roll out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZSft5ilfTI


the
goal?
to amplify hope. 
to save more lives.

In 2015, SITC's founder Shanna Whan (pictured) candidly shared her story and challenges
of overcoming alcohol addiction in a remote setting with the hope of simply helping
'someone else' to know they were not alone in a deeply stigmatised and hidden struggle in
the space of rural Australia where excessive and deadly drinking is glorified.

Today, through the power of nothing more than words, stories, and an internet connection,
Sober in the Country is singlehandedly impacting the entire of outback Australia's alcohol-
worshipping culture and affecting massive social impact and change through shared
stories, and through shared hope. 

After years of hard work, advocacy and leadership - SITC now has many others stepping up
and ready to share their own personal stories of cutting back or quitting alcohol. The 
 Amplification Project is the next logical step - which takes Shanna from in front of to
behind the camera to direct and allow our charity to share and amplify stories across the
outback.



the
cost?

infinitely affordable compared with the
devastating cost of alcohol related harm and los
in our bush communities

PHASE 1 of the project has been funded to the tune of $100,000 thanks
to Shine On Foundation.

This funding will cover the costs and production of approximately 10 x
story-telling vignettes across Australia.

PHASE 2 will require up to a further $200,000 and our goal is to create a
feature length style indie documentary, where all stories and narration
are combined.

If you would like to help as a donor, or a contributor - please email us at
admin@soberinthecountry.org and we'd love to chat.



the 
specs 

Tell us who you are, where you're from and a little bit ''about you'' ?
Tell us how drinking became part of your life?
Tell us what your life was like during your ‘drinking days’?
What are some of the challenges you faced because of drinking?
When did you realise alcohol was not serving you well, or becoming a problem?
What made you decide to change, or seek help?
What were some of the hurdles and challenges you faced with sobriety?
What is life like for you now that you’ve made changes?
How has your decision impacted family / friends / health?
How has Sober in the Country's work been impactful for you?
What advice would you give to someone else about cutting back or quitting grog?

Each of the 10 vignettes will be 4-6 minutes and will follow a simple process of participants
sharing an insight into their lives with a story-telling theme, monologue-style, around how
life with less / no alcohol has changed things for them.

Our aim is overall to generate a powerful and uplifting message of health and truth with a
cross-section of participants that will represent a largely overlooked rural population.

Script guideline questions:



The vignettes will require ‘two phases’ of filming.

Phase 1 will include ‘’B-roll’’ - which is the crew capturing the home | life |
personality and essence of the subject, and clearly stating that it's an outback
vibe.

Phase  2 will include ‘’A-roll’’ - which is where we sit down and interview the
subject face-to-face to collect audio and video footage that will be used
standalone and also as a overlay to accompany the big scenes. 

2 days and an overnight break will be the minimum required.

Welfare of subjects is front-and-centre; and Shanna Whan will be on hand to
use her own lived experience in addiction and as the CEO of SITC to manage
expectations, ensure wellbeing and to avoid deep-dives into trauma for those
with more difficult back stories.

film
style



the 
crew

Broken Yellow specialises in high-quality
video, animation and design for a range of
productions. Navid Bahadori (pictured) is the
main director and producer. He will arrange
the camera, and other back-p crew.

Merri May Gill and Running Hare Films is our
secondary production company. Merri May Gill
(''MMG'') is rural-based and is a qualified drone
operator, as well as a gifted videogreapher.

SITC founder Shanna Whan has a history in
journalism, photography, digital content, and is the
expert in lived experience and will guide the tone and
style of the vignettes in the background to ensure the
SITC style, message and essence is captured.


